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Shot noise in self-assembled InAs quantum dots
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We investigate the noise properties of a GaAs-AlAs-GaAs tunneling structure with embedded self-
assembled InAs quantum dots in the single-electron tunneling regime. We analyze the dependence of the
relative noise amplitude of the shot noise on bias voltage. We observe a nonmonotonic behavior of the
Fanofactora with an average value ofa'0.8 consistent with the asymmetry of the tunneling barriers.
Reproducible fluctuations observed ina can be attributed to the successive participation of more and more
InAs quantum dots in the tunneling current.
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Performing noise measurements on microscopic semic
ductor devices allows an insight into details of the transp
process not accessible by conventional conductance ex
ments. In the most simple system for such an experimen
ideal tunneling barrier, a frequency-independent power sp
trum of the current noise up to frequencies correspondin
the transit time of the carriers is observed. This case, kno
as full shot noise, is due to a Poissonian statistics of
individual tunneling events and a totally uncorrelated flow
charge carriers.1

If an additional source of negative correlation due to
Pauli-exclusion principle is introduced the noise amplitu
was shown to be reduced.2,3 In these experiments, changin
the ratio of the transmissivity through the two barriers o
double-barrier resonant-tunneling structure resulted int
suppression of the relative shot-noise amplitude compare
full shot noise. Theoretical models for purely cohere
transport4 and for classical sequential tunneling5 have been
developed. Both yield identical results for the noise suppr
sion since shot noise generally is not sensitive to dephas6

This suppression of the shot noise was also observed
resonant tunneling in zero-dimensional systems.7,8 Under
certain circumstances a positive correlation between in
vidual tunneling events can even increase the noise po
above the full Poissonian shot-noise value.9,10

In this paper, we present noise measurements on
assembled InAs quantum dot~QD! systems. These sample
form an ideal system for noise experiments since they p
vide zero-dimensional states of microscopic dimensio
Furthermore, it is possible to select individual QDs for tran
port by applying different bias voltages between the sou
and drain contacts.11–14 Consequently, we are able to me
sure the noise spectra of a resonant-tunneling current thro
single zero-dimensional states.

What we find in the experiments is a modulation of t
amplitude of the shot-noise normalized to full shot noise a
function of the applied bias voltageVSD . We can link this to
resonant single-electron tunneling through individual In
QDs in agreement with theoretical expectations.

The active part of our samples consists of a GaAs-AlA
GaAs resonant-tunneling structure with embedded InAs Q
of 10–15 nm diameter and 3 nm height.15 These QDs are
situated between two AlAs barriers of nominally 4 nm and
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nm thickness. The formation of pyramidal QDs is due to t
lattice mismatch between InAs and AlAs resulting in
Stranski-Krastanov growth mode. About one million QD
are placed randomly on the area of an etched diode struc
of 40340 mm2 area. A 15 nm undoped GaAs spacer lay
and a GaAs buffer with graded doping on both sides of
resonant-tunneling structure provide three-dimensional
lector and emitter electrodes. Connection to the active la
is realized by annealed Au/Ge/Ni/Au contacts.

A schematic sample structure with one InAs QD embe
ded in an AlAs barrier is sketched in the inset~a! of Fig. 1.
When applying a finite bias the zero-dimensional states
the QDs inside of the AlAs barrier can be populated by el
trons and a current through the structure sets on, see
1~b!. In our experiments a positive bias voltage means t
neling first through the base of a QD and out of the top. D
to the finite height of the InAs QDs of'3 nm their pin-

FIG. 1. Current-voltage characteristics of an InAs quantum
array measured atT51.7 K. The current for bias voltages belo
130 mV is magnified by a factor of 10. The dotted line is a guide
the eye representing the expected current through a single do
sets:~a! Principle sample structure of an InAs QD~black! embed-
ded in an AlAs barrier~white! between two GaAs electrodes~gray!.
The arrows mark the tunneling direction of the electrons.~b! Sche-
matic profile of the band structure at positive bias where reson
tunneling through a QD is observed.
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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nacles penetrate into the top AlAs barrier. This effective
reduces the width of the top barrier below that of the nom
nally thinner barrier at the base of the QDs. Therefore, p
tive bias voltage corresponds to noncharging transport.

A typical current-voltage (I -V) characteristic is shown in
Fig. 1. We observe a steplike increase of the current at
voltages of 75, 95, and 120 mV. Each one of these cur
steps corresponds to the emitter Fermi energyEF getting into
resonance with the ground states of different individual Q
At bias voltages lower than 70 mV, no transport occurs si
all the zero-dimensional states inside the barrier lie above
emitter Fermi energyEF and, consequently, electron flow
prohibited by the AlAs barriers.

The negative slope of the first current plateaus is rela
to the density of states of the three-dimensional emitter.
deed, a triangular-shapedI-V curve as indicated by the do
ted line is expected for such a 3D-0D-3D tunneling diode.
particular with a Fermi energyEF513.6 meV and an
energy-to-voltage conversion factor of'0.3 the current falls
back to zero when the distance to the onset voltage exc
DV545 mV.14 Then the QD ground state with energyED
falls below the conduction-band edgeEC of the emitter and
no resonant transport through this particular dot can t
place anymore.

The noise experiments are performed in a4He bath cry-
ostat with a variable temperature insert. The sample is
ways immersed in liquid helium. This allows for temper
tures between 1.4 K and 4 K under stable conditions.

The bias voltageVSD is applied between the source an
drain electrodes by means of a filtered dc-voltage sou
The noise signal is detected by a low-noise current ampl
in a frequency range from 0 to 100 kHz. The use of a curr
amplifier requires small capacitive loading by the exter
circuit. Accordingly, electrical connection to the sample
provided by a low-capacitance line withC'10 pF ~see Fig.
2, inset!.

The amplifier output is fed into a fast Fourier-transfor
spectrum analyzer~FFT! to extract the noise spectra and
parallel into a voltmeter for measuring the total dc curre
through the sample. The amplifier and the input stages of
FFT have been tested for linearity in the range of intere
overall calibration has been verified by measuring the th
mal noise of thick film resistors.

By analyzing the frequency spectra we find that shot no
is present above a certain frequency, as shown in Fig. 2.
spectra have been smoothed using a boxcar average.
fluctuations of the signal increase with frequency becaus
the capacitive loading of the current amplifier. The super
signal-to-noise ratio at a bias voltageVSD5130 mV is due to
a higher integration time. At frequencies below;20 kHz we
find an additional 1/f -noise contribution.

For characterizing the relative amplitude of the shot no
we use the dimensionless Fano factora, being defined as the
ratio a5S/Spoisson between full Poissonian shot-nois
Spoisson52eI ~for eVSD@kBT) and the measured nois
power densityS, with the total currentI and the electron
charge e. Consequently, full shot-noise corresponds toa
51. For the purpose of extractinga from the spectra we
average above the cutoff frequency of the 1/f noise, t
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increasing the signal to noise ratio. The measured shot n
S as a function of bias voltageVSD is shown in Fig. 3. For
comparison we plot the calculated full shot noisea51.

We consider the bias range where the first three QD st
get into resonance with the emitter Fermi energyEF as de-
picted in Fig. 3. By averaging current and noise on the fi
plateau we find a Fano factora'0.8. The suppression o
shot noise for on-resonance tunneling is well understo

FIG. 2. Typical noise spectra of an array of self-assembled In
quantum dots for two different bias voltagesVSD . The dashed hori-
zontal lines are drawn to stress the absence of any frequency
pendence above 20 kHz. Inset: Schematic of the experime
setup. A dc-voltage source drives a current through the de
which is fed into a low-noise current amplifier by means of a lo
capacitance cable withC'10 pF. The noise spectra are acquired
a fast Fourier-transform analyzer~FFT!. Additionally, the dc part of
the current is monitored.

FIG. 3. Measured shot noise~open circles! of the InAs QD
diode. For comparison the calculated full shot noise (a51) is plot-
ted ~black curve!. The data for bias voltages smaller than 130 m
have been scaled with a factor of 10. Additionally, a seven-po
boxcar average has been applied~the voltage resolution of the origi
nal data isDVSD50.2 mV).
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theoretically~see Ref. 6 and references therein!. The value of
the Fano factora is directly linked to the transmissivity as
pect of left and right barrier:

a5
GL

21GR
2

~GL1GR!2
. ~1!

GL andGR are the partial decay widths of the resonant st
ED . For symmetric barriers (GL5GR) the suppression
would becomea51/2. Responsible for this is the Pauli e
clusion principle: For symmetric barriers the tunneling of
electron from the emitter into the QD is forbidden, as long
the QD stateED is occupied. This anticorrelates success
tunneling events. However, in the asymmetric case~e.g.,
GL@GR) full poissonian shot noise (a51) would be recov-
ered, since then the transport will be controlled by one b
rier solely.

To get a more quantitative insight we use the textbo
formula for the transmission coefficientT of a rectangular
tunneling barrier neglecting any influence of the applied b
voltage on the shape of the barrier potential:

T~E!5
1

11H 11F1

4 S k

k
2

k

k D 2G J sinh2~ka!

, ~2!

with k5A2m* (V02E)/\ and k5A2m* E/\, the barrier
width a and heightV051.05 eV2EF , the effective electron
massm* and the energyE of the tunneling emitter electrons
This is justified since the AlAs barriers in our sample a
narrow but high. The transmission coefficientsTL,R of the
left and right barrier are linked to the partial decay widt
GL,R via TL,R5\n TL,R with the attempt rate n
5A2ED /m* /w of the resonant QD stateED andw the dis-
tance between both barriers. Sincen is identical for both
barriers Eq.~1! transforms into

a5
TL

21TR
2

~TL1TR!2
. ~3!

We take the thickness of the tunneling barrier at the bas
the QDaL54 nm as fixed. From the measured Fano fac
a'0.8 we extract from Eq.~3! the ratio TR /TL58.4 at a
bias voltage of 0.1 V. We can now use Eq.~2! to calculate the
thickness of the second barrier asaR53.2 nm. The top AlAs
barrier has been grown with a nominal thickness of 6 nm
the average height of an InAs QD is 3 nm. Hence, the c
culated value ofaR53.2 nm is in good agreement with th
expected barrier thickness of 3 nm.

Up to now we have dealt with the bias regime where v
few single-QDs determine the transport. If the bias voltag
increased above 130 mV the energy separation between
secutive QD states is narrowed considerably~Fig. 3! com-
pared to the onset region. Therefore, the number of QD st
contributing to the current reaches the order of ten at
mV. In this multiple-QD tunneling regime we observe a no
monotonic behavior of the Fano factor with the noise be
sub-Poissonian (a,1) on resonance. In between the curre
16130
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plateaus we find increasing noise. However, therea is found
to be still sub-Poissonian. For better insight into this obs
vation we have plotted the corresponding Fano factora in
comparison with theI-V characteristics in Fig. 4~a!.

First, we will concentrate on the increase of the Fa
factora at the onset of every current plateau@see Fig. 4~a!#.
A detailed view of the Fano factor at a current step is plot
in Fig. 4~b!. Full Poissonian shot noise is present in a stre
of electrons that is totally uncorrelated. The suppression
the shot noise for on-resonance transport as predicted by
~1! is due to a negative correlation in the electron flow
duced by the Pauli exclusion principle: As one electron
ters the resonant QD state the tunneling of further electr
into that state is forbidden. The resulting dependence
tween consecutive tunneling events suppresses the nois

When a QD level starts coming into resonance only a f
electrons from the high-energy tail of the Fermi distributi
contribute to the resonant current. This implies that the P
principle does not play a role, as long as an electron in
QD can tunnel out before the next one is available in
emitter, in other words, as long as the attempt frequency
the emitter is smaller than the tunneling rate through
second barrier. In such an uncorrelated case the Fano fa
will approach its Poissonian valuea51, see Fig. 4~b!. If the
resonant state is moved further into the Fermi sea of
emitter, the number of electrons available to resonant tun
ing increases and the Pauli principle sets in. The Fano fa
starts becoming suppressed until reaching its minimum
the current plateau.

Applying higher bias voltage we note in Fig. 4~a! a reduc-
tion of the overall modulation amplitude in the Fano fact
a, eventually leading to an average suppression ofa'0.8.
As we have stated above every single-QD contributes to

FIG. 4. ~a! I-V characteristics of the sample at higher bias vo
age ~upper plot! in comparison with the measured Fano factora
~lower plot! for noncharging direction. The temperature was 1.7
The shot noise increases at every onset of a current platea
indicated by the arrows. The plotted set of data fora has been
smoothed using a 15-point boxcar average~the voltage resolution of
the original data isDVSD50.1 mV). ~b! Detailed plot of current
~solid line! and corresponding Fano factor~open circles!.
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total current over a bias range of'50 mV. This implies that
e.g., the QD linked to the current step atVSD5145 mV in
Fig. 4~a! transmits electrical current over most part of t
plotted bias range~up to 190 mV) before its eigenstat
moves below the emitter conductance band edgeEc . The
same holds for every consecutive QD. Thus at a specific
voltage VSD the total currentI total(VSD) is a sum of the
currents I i through every single QD : I total(VSD)
5( i 51

n(VSD)I i(VSD) with n(VSD) being the number of trans
mitting QDs. As indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 1 ea
currentI i(VSD) features an approximately linear decreasi
behavior with increasing bias voltage.

From the theoretical models for on-resonance transp
we know that the suppression coefficienta i is constant and
its value is given by Eq.~1!. We may speculate that in th
multidot regime thea i are modified by additional mecha
nisms like interaction effects. The fluctuations in the Fan
factor minima may be traced to that. Nevertheless, this
plies that with increasing bias voltage we have a grow
number of QDs transmitting electrons with approximate
constant value for the Fano factora. Since we normalize the
measured noise on thetotal current this results in a reductio
of the effect of additional QDs coming into resonance.

In the limit of a large number of QDs being in resonan
with the emitter Fermi sea we expect any modulation
the Fano factor to vanish, and its value to saturate at
a

h

t

u

i
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value of the ensemble averaged suppression:^a&
51/n(VSD)( i 51

n(VSD)a i . In fact, this is what we find for bias
voltages above 190 mV, wheren(190 mV) is on the order of
ten. The measured valuea'0.8 is once again in reasonab
agreement with the asymmetry of our tunneling struct
~see above!.

Apart from the main features found in the noise andI-V
characteristics, we observe a fine structure as shown ex
plarily in Fig. 4~b! around 181 mV. Most likely this can b
linked to transport through QDs only weakly coupled to t
emitter. Additionally, these fine structures may be influenc
by the fluctuations of the local density of states in t
emitter.16

To conclude, we have measured the shot noise of an a
of self-assembled InAs quantum dots~QDs!. We observe a
suppression of the shot noise on current plateaus that is
lated to resonant tunneling through the zero-dimensio
ground state of a QD as predicted by theory. In the s
region between two current plateaus the noise increases.
is because of the negligible influence of the Pauli princip
as long as the number of emitter electrons with the energ
a specific QD state is sufficiently low. As more QD states
between the Fermi energy and the conduction-band edg
the emitter we find a suppression of the modulation am
tude of the shot noise.

We acknowledge financial support from DFG, BMB
DIP, and TMR.
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